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The World Atlas of Language Structures
The World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) is a large database of structural (phonological, gram-
matical, lexical) properties of languages gathered from descriptive materials (such as reference grammars)
by a team of more than 40 authors.
WALS consists of 141 maps with accompanying texts on diverse features (such as vowel inventory size,
noun-genitive order, passive constructions, and ”hand”/”arm” polysemy). Each map shows between
120 and 1370 languages, each language being represented by a symbol, and different symbols showing
different values of the feature. Altogether 2,650 languages are shown on the maps, and more than 58,000





Through a joint effort of the Max Planck Digital Library and the Department of Linguistics of the Max
Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, all the data and analytical texts from the World Atlas
of Language Structures are now freely available online at http://wals.info/. The materials are published
under a Creative Commons License, guaranteeing open access for users and inviting scientists to use them
for their work. WALS Online is by far the most important web site on the world’s linguistic diversity.
Advantages of the New Medium
3 Everything links to everything thus contributing to the web-of-data
3 Interactivity: blog discussions, data reuse, . . .
3 Echo chamber: the blogosphere, link sharing, mashups, . . .






Open Access is only a necessary condition for real sharing; to attract reuse, we provide the data as
3 sqlite database
3 excel-compatible export
3 georss/kml for geo data, ready for import in google earth, openlayers, . . .
Conclusion
Taking research data to the web is worth it and can be rewarding (and fun).
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